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Abstract: In the process of image formation, transmission and recording, because of the imaging system,
transmission medium and the equipment is not perfect, it makes the quality of image declined, the key of blurred
image restoration is to estimate the Point Spread Function. Because Point Spread Function can’t be obtained, we
can’t get the precise of fuzzy model. In this paper, we study a kind of blind image restoration method, the total
variation regularization and iterative blind deconvolution is combined, we use Total Variation regularization
algorithm in fuzzy identification stage, and use the combined of Total Variation regularization and iterative
blind deconvolution algorithm in image restoration stage. In order to obtain the only solution of the algorithm,
we also use the image and Point Spread Function constraints in the iterative process. The simulation results
show that the proposed algorithm is more effective than some of the existing algorithms. Copyright © 2014
IFSA Publishing, S. L.
Keywords: Total variation (TV) regularization, Iterative, Blind deconvolution, Point spread function (PSF),
Image restoration.

1. Introduction
Image restoration is a kind of the processing
technology to improve the quality of the image, it can
drop degraded images back to the original
images [1]. In the classic image restoration model,
the PSF is known, however, in most cases PSF is
often not known, some of the information can be
used up. One of the most difficult problems is how
to get appropriate estimates of PSF in the recovery
algorithm. In recent years, blind image restoration
algorithm has obtained more extensive research [2].
It also has a broad application in the medicine [3],
remote sensing [4], astronomy [5], etc. [6]. In 1996,
Kundur and others proposed the use of limited
support and non-negative constraints recursive
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inverse filtering blind image restoration algorithm,
because of the need to know the support domain
of the image in advance, and the algorithm is
sensitive to noise and other reasons, the application is
limited. In 1998, Chan and others proposed
TV regularization blind image restoration algorithm,
TV regularization blind image restoration algorithm
has low computational complexity and recovery
effect is good [8]. Under the unknown PSF cases, we
achieved good recovery effect, but it also has
the presence of noise amplification and ringing
phenomenon. Iterative blind deconvolution method
are put forward by Ayers and Dainty [9, 10], it has
the characteristics of small amount of calculation,
and the algorithm is simple, so it is widely attention
to rapid development [11]. But it is based on fast
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Fourier transform, it can be influence of sample
image of the original estimate, and it lacks reliability,
the uniqueness of solution and the convergence is not
guaranteed, it may even cause algorithm
divergence [7]. Blind deconvolution method has
great attention to people. For a given original image,
we can get degradation image by making it
degradation, then using blind deconvolution method
to make it recovery, we can get better image
visual quality.
Under the condition of unknown PSF, we studied
the combination of TV regularization [12, 13] and
iterative blind deconvolution [14, 15] in image
restoration method. We combined the advantage
of the simple of the calculation of the iterative blind
deconvolution, and it can effectively restrain
the
noise
amplification
effects,
with
the TV regularization has the advantages of robust
stability, fast convergence rate and so on, image edge
recovery and estimation of PSF has significant effect.
It solved the iterative blind deconvolution poor
reliability, the uniqueness of solutions, unstable
faults and the phenomenon of noise amplification
and ringing of TV regularization. We use total
variation regularization algorithm in fuzzy
identification stage. We use the combination of total
variation regularization and iterative blind
deconvolution algorithm in image restoration stage.
TV algorithm can not only improve the stability
of the inverse problem solution, but also improve
the discontinuous distribution of regional imaging
resolution. In the TV regularization blind restoration
method, in order to make the algorithm to obtain
a unique solution, we use the same image and
the PSF constraints in an iterative process,
the introduction of non-negative constraints
effectively
eliminate
meaningless
negative
image [16].

2. The Proposed Method
The so-called blind image restoration is
on the premise of the unknown PSF, maximum
recovery the original image from the blurred image.
In this paper, we study a kind of blind image
restoration method, the total variation regularization
and iterative blind deconvolution is combined. It can
overcome poor effect of traditional regularization
blind restoration methods to complex fuzzy type or
a complex image restoration, and poor reliability
of iterative blind deconvolution. The uniqueness
of solution and convergence is difficult to determine,
the solution is unstable and other shortcomings.
It can quickly access high quality of restored image,
and be able to recover for multiple fuzzy type.
The key of the image restoration is to establish
an image degradation model. We use the reverse
process to recover the original image and a certain
criteria to determine whether the image is the best
recovery. By the chart shows, the original

f ( x, y ) is due to degradation
of the system H and the additive noise n( x, y ) , and
it degrades to an image g ( x, y ) .

image

n ( x, y )
f ( x, y )

H

Fig. 1. The image degradation model.

So the image degradation of mathematical
expressions can be written as:

g ( x, y ) = H [ f ( x, y )] + n( x, y )

(1)

Among them, H [] can be understood as
a function of integration of all degradation factors
or operators.

3. Research Method
In this paper, we based the characteristics
of the image prior information and regularization
to establish TV regularization blind restoration cost
function, the PSF is not negative in the known
support domain, and between PSF and estimate
of real images has constraints in the frequency
domain, etc., after randomly selected from the real
image of the initial estimate, algorithm in time
domain and the corresponding frequency domain
alternately iterated until the execution of a certain
number of iterations or estimated began to
convergence. Blind image restoration is a
pathological problem, so we need to add the
necessary of regularization item to the recovery
image to guarantee that we can get better results. TV
regularization restoration method using the following
cost function is minimized:
1
2
h * f − g dxdy +
,
2 Ω
∇ f dxdy + λ2  ∇ h dxdy}

min y ( f , h ) = min{
u ,k

u ,k

λ1 

Ω

(2)

Ω

where h is the PSF, f is the unknown original
image, g is the known degraded image,
* denotes convolution operator, ∇ means
the gradient operator, Ω means the image range,
the latter two is about the regularization term
of the image and PSF, λ1 and λ2 are the two regular
parameters which respectively control the image
regularization and PSF regularization term weight.
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For two unknown variable h and f , cost
function y ( f , h) is a convex function. In order
to get the solution of the cost function, we use
alternating minimization method, namely, first
hypothesis h (or f ) is a constant to solve
the image f (or h ), and then suppose the image

f (or h ) is a constant to solve the point spread
function h (or f ).
min y ( f , u ) = min{
f ,h

f

1
2
h * f − g dxdy +

Ω
2

λ1  ∇f dxdy}

(3)

Ω

1
2
h * f − g dxdy +

Ω
2
∇h dxdy}

min y (u , h) = min{
f ,h

h

λ2 

Ω

(4)

The minimization of the formula (3) and (4) can
be equivalent to the solution of the following two
Euler – Lagrange equations about image ( f ) and
PSF ( h ):

Among them, E is the sum of all negative image
which be reallocated in the process of recovery. N
is the sum of image pixel number, namely:

fi +1 ( x, y ) = fi ( x, y ) + E / N

Join iterative blind deconvolution algorithm
in image restoration stage, its main idea is to utilize
the knowledge of the real image and PSF, as shown
in the above constraints, the PSF in the known
support domain is not negative, and the estimate
constraints which is between PSF and real images
in the frequency domain, etc. After randomly
selected from the initial estimate of the real image,
the algorithm in time domain and the corresponding
frequency domain alternately iterated, until it
executes a certain number of iterations, or estimate
starts convergence.
When considering the performance of formula (2)
minimizing, we assume that the image of the initial
estimate is f0 ( x, y ) , the constraints in the frequency
domain can be represented by the following formula:
H k (u, v) =

h( − x, − y ) *( h( x, y ) * f ( x, y ) − g ( x, y )) −
 ∇f 
λ1∇u 
 = 0
 ∇f 
 ∇h 
λ2∇u 
 = 0
 ∇h 

(6)

f i ( x, y ) ≥ 0
f i ( x, y ) < 0

E=



∞

−∞ −∞
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2
Fk −1 (u, v) +

 f i ( x, y ) − fi ( x, y )  dxdy



λ1

G (u , v) H k −1 (u, v)
2
H k −1 (u , v) +

λ2

(11)

Fk −1 (u , v) / α

Constraints in the time domain can be represented
by the formula:

f ( x , y ) ≥ 0, h ≥ 0

Ω

(12)

TV regularized image restoration method is
shown in Fig. 2.

Original image

Cost function

Image constraints

(8)

(10)

H k −1 (u, v) / α

(7)

The invariance of energy can be achieved by all
negative values of pixels in the average
image, namely:
∞

G (u, v) Fk −1 (u, v)

 h ( x , y ) dxdy = 1,

Because the original image and PSF in blind
restoration are unknown, blind restoration cost
function (2) has a strong morbid, and its solution is
not unique. Therefore, in order to make the final
solution unique, and some information about the
image and the PSF constraints must be used in the
iteration process. This paper adopted nonnegative
constraint and invariance of energy constraint of the
image and point spread function (PSF), namely, pixel
values cannot be less than zero in the image support
domain, and the energy of the PSF is constant.
Nonnegative constraints can be represented as:

 fi ( x, y ) = fi ( x, y )

 fi ( x, y ) = 0

Fk (u , v) =

(5)

f ( − x, − y ) * ( f ( x, y ) * h( x, y ) − g ( x, y )) −

(9)

Estimate image

Fig. 2. TV regularized image restoration diagram.
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Iterative blind deconvolution (IBD) is a kind
of algorithm on the frequency domain, its calculation
mainly adopts the fast Fourier transform. This
algorithm repeats iteration in the frequency domain
and the airspace of image and PSF, and imposes
constraints to image and PSF in the frequency
domain and the airspace. The algorithm flow chart
can be shown in Fig. 3, in it, f ( x, y ) represents
the estimate of the original image, h ( x, y ) represents

2) To find the hn+1 solution with (10), in order
to obtain meaningful solutions, according
to the actual physical system features, we need
to conduct point spread function (PSF)
in the negative, and center symmetry and normalized
constraints, namely:

hn+1 ( x, y), hn+1( x, y) > 0
others
0

a) hn+1 ( x, y) = 

the degradation function PSF estimation, g ( x, y )
represents the degraded image, the subscript
n represents the number of iterations. Fn (u , v) is

b) hn+1(x, y) = 1 hn+1(x, y) + hn+1(−x, − y)

2

H n (u , v) represents
hn ( x, y ) Fourier change. Fn (u , v) can get

c) h n +1 ( x, y ) =

the Fourier change of fn ( x, y ) .

H n (u , v) through frequency domain constraints,

hn ( x, y ) is

the

inverse

Fourier

transform

of Hn (u, v) . hn ( x, y ) can get hn ( x, y ) through
airspace domain constraints. H n (u , v ) can get

Fn (u, v) through frequency domain constraints,
is

f n ( x, y )

the

inverse

Fourier

transform

of Fn (u, v) , f n ( x, y ) can get fn ( x, y ) through image
domain constraints.

Frequency domain
Constraints

FFT-1

Hˆ n (u , v )

FFT

fn ( x, y )

hˆn ( x, y )

Image
Constraint

PSF
Constraint

fˆn ( x, y )

hn ( x, y )

FFT-1

n = n +1
Initial estimates

f 0 ( x, y ), n = 0
FFT

Fˆn (u , v )

Frequency domain
Constraints

H n (u , v )

Fig. 3. This paper algorithm flowchart.

The algorithm described as follows:
1) The original estimate, f0 = I , h0 = δ ( x, y ) ,
n=0

h n +1 ( x, y )

h

n +1

( x, y )dxdy

Ω

3) Put h n +1 ( x, y ) into (11), solve f n +1 ( x, y ) , and
be constrained by the following formulas:

 f n +1 ( x, y ), f n +1 ( x, y ) > 0
f n +1 ( x, y ) = 
others
0
The number of iterations is the condition of final
iteration termination. Termination condition is
satisfied then output the final result; Dissatisfied,
n = n + 1 , and transferred to the next step.

4. Results and Discussion
In order to verify the validity of the algorithm
in this paper, in the simulation environment
of Matlab R2010b, this paper uses iterative blind
deconvolution algorithm, the standard regularization
algorithm and the algorithm of this paper to recover
fuzzy image for cameraman. tif and bag. tif gray
image respectively, join the Gaussian noise, various
simulation results can be shown in the figure below,
the image restoration effect can be verified through
the visual evaluation of image quality and objective
evaluation index PSNR and running time.
As shown in the Table 1, the iterative blind
deconvolution algorithm PSNR = 16.2953,
t = 3.360306 s, standard regularization algorithm
PSNR = 80.5094, t = 2.765440 s, and the algorithm
of this paper PSNR = 82.7429, t = 26.305281 s.
While the time of Iterative blind deconvolution
algorithm is shorter, the peak signal to noise ratio is
too small, the effect is the worst, we can see it in
Fig. 4. The peak signal to noise ratio of standard
regularization algorithm is higher, it can be seen
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the effects of recovery were
similar, but the peak signal noise ratio of this article
algorithm is higher. This is proved that the effect
of recovery of the combined of TV regularization and
iterative blind deconvolution algorithm is relatively
better than standard regularization algorithm. We can
get more examples. As shown below.
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Table 1. All algorithms compared.

Iterative blind
deconvolution
Standard regularization
algorithm
This article algorithm

PSNR

TIME

16.2953

3.360306 s

80.5094

2.765440 s

82.7429

26.305281 s

Fig. 4. Iterative blind deconvolution algorithm
(t=3.360306 s).

the Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the effect
of the algorithm in this paperis better than iterative
blind deconvolution algorithm and standard regular
algorithm. From the objective of perspectiveto
evaluate the quality of image, the algorithm of this
article has higher peak signal noise radio. Both of
them can prove that the algorithm of this paper has
better effect.

Fig. 6. This article algorithm (t=16.305281 s).
Table 2. All algorithms compared.
Iterative blind
deconvolution
Standard regularization
algorithm
This article algorithm

PSNR

TIME

15.5459

2.173874 s

34.8334

1.431957 s

41.4184

8.581341 s

Fig. 5. Standard regularization algorithm (t=2.765440 s).

As shown in the Table 2, the iterative blind
deconvolution algorithm PSNR = 15.5459,
t = 2.173874 s, standard regularization algorithm
PSNR = 34.8334, t =1.431957s, and the algorithm
of this paper PSNR = 41.4184, t = 8.581341s.
From the subjective of perspective to evaluate
the quality of image, as it can be seen from
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Fig. 7. Iterative blind deconvolution algorithm.
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Fig. 8. Standard regularization algorithm.

not perfect, which can make the image quality drop.
The key of blurred image restoration is to estimate
the point spread function (PSF) of it. Because
of the point spread function (PSF) does not obtain
accurately, we can't get accurate models of fuzzy
process. According to this feature, we study
in the processing of image dim under the condition
of unknown whole information or part information,
by the characteristics of the blurred image to estimate
real images and fuzzy operator.
Under unknown the condition of PSF and noisy,
iterative blind deconvolution algorithm can't get rid
of the noise effectively, which lead effect of image
restoration poor. Iterative blind deconvolution
calculation is simple and it can effectively restrain
the noise amplification effect, but the reliability is
poor, the uniqueness of solution and the convergence
is difficult to determine, so it causes the solution
instability. TV regularization has robust stability, fast
convergence rate, and has a significant effect to
recovery image edge and PSF estimation.
So this paper puts forward an improved
composite restoration algorithm, which imports
TV regularization algorithm based on iterative blind
deconvolution, this algorithm has more advantages
to the recovery of image details than standard
regularization blind restoration methods, peak signal
to noise ratio is higher, and it can not only effectively
solve the problem of denoising of iterative blind
deconvolution, but also solve the emergence
of "ringing" effect after recovery. The experimental
results verified the effectiveness of the algorithm
in this paper.
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